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Abstract: We propose an effective image denoising filter, which combines an improved spin filter 

(ISF) and wave atoms thresholding (WA), to remove the noise of fringe patterns in electronic 

speckle shearing pattern interferometry (ESSPI). The WA is firstly employed to denoise the fringe 

to save the processing time, and then the ISF is further used to remove noise of the denoised image 

using WA to obtain a better denoising performance. The performance of our proposed approach is 

evaluated by using both numerically -simulated and experimental fringes. At the same time, three 

figures of merit for denoised fringe are also calculated to quantify the performance of CF. The 

denoised results produced by improved spin filting (ISF) , wave atoms thresholding (WA), and 

bilateral filtering( BF) are compared. The comparisons shows that our proposed method can 

effectively  filter off the noise and an improvement of 12s in processing time and 0.3 in SI value 

with respect toISF is obtained.          

Index Terms: electronic speckle shearing pattern interferometry (ESSPI), combined denoising filter (CF), 

improved spin filtering (ISF), wave atoms thresholding (WA)    

 

 

1. Introduction  

Electronic speckle-shearing pattern interferometry (ESSPI) can provide contactless, highly sensitive, and 

full-field measurements, and has been widely used in both academic researches and engineering 

applications [1]. However, ESSPI interferograms contain a high level of residual speckle noise due to 

random interference among the coherent returns [2], which makes the phase-information-extract more 

difficult. Therefore, the speckle noise reduction is a critical but challenging subject to obtain the accurate 

phase distribution from the ESSPI interferograms. 

Many techniques have been proposed for fringe pattern denoising, such as the bilateral filtering (BF) [3], 

the spin filter [4], the oriented partial-differential equations [5], the wavelet transform [6], the wave-atom 

thresholding (WA) [7,8], and so on. The BF is a nonlinear adaptive filter which takes a weighted sum of 

the pixels in a local neighborhood, and the weights depend on both the spatial distance and intensity 

distance. Therefore, this method performs edge-preserving smoothing, but it has a tendency to over-smooth 



[9].Both the spin filter and the oriented partial-differential equations are the oriented filtering which has 

been demonstrated to be a powerful tool for denoising fringe patterns in ESSPI [7-9, 10-11]. However, the 

key point of these methods relies on an accurate estimation of fringe orientation, which is difficult to 

determine due to the noise in the image. The wavelet transform is an effective algorithm to remove the 

noise in the frequency domain, but it is not to be very effective at image edges [12]. WA has been proven 

that it can effectively filter off the noise in the ESSPI interferograms, but the drawback is that the 

performance lies on an appropriate threshold. In order to preserve the details while removing noise, an 

ISF [13] has been proposed in our previous work which is an effective filter to remove noise for 

EESPI images, however, more iterations are required to achieve the best denoised results.  

  Meanwhile, some joint denosing algorithms are presented to remove noise for image, such as Bilateral 

Filtering and Dua-l Tree Complex Wavelet [14], dual tree complex wavelet and wave atoms [15], bilateral 

filter and Gaussian scale mixtures in shiftable complex directional pyramid domain [9] and wave atom, 

curvelet and wavelet transform [16]. Compared to the single denosing approaches, it is demonstrated that 

these denoising algorithms can efficiently preserve edges while denosing noise. In this paper, a new joint   

denosing approach which takes advantage of the ISF and WA for removing the noise of fringes in the 

ESSPI has been proposed  to overcome the drawbacks of the improved spin filtering we have previously 

presented. The WA with regular threshold is firstly employed to remove noise of interferograms and the 

ISF is used to further denose the processed image in only one iteration. 

The rest of this paper is organized as follows. In Section 2, the ISF is briefly discussed. Section 3 

introduces the WA and discusses the effect of threshold on this algorithm. In section 4, CF is employed 

over the numerical simulated fringe and the experimentally obtained image of ESSPI. Compared to several 

relevant denoising algorithms, the performance of the presented denoising algorithm is discussed. Finally, a 

brief conclusion is given in Section 5. 

 
2. Improved spin filter  

The ISF is a denoising method in the spatial domain which removes the noise along the fringe 

orientation in the fuzzy directional window instead of the directional window [13]. So this denoising 

algorithm avoids accurately estimating the tangent orientation of fringe and issuitable for the fringe 

pattern in ESSPI. In the following content, we will shortly summarize the ISF. 

First of all, four windows of n x n (e.g., 7 x 7) pixels with its center on the current point, x(i,j) ,are  

considered, as shown in Fig.1. Within the each window, a directional window of 3 x 7 is defined to 

remove noise. There are four types of directional window, orienting at 0, 90, 45 and 135 degrees, for 

x(i,j), where all the pixels are centrosymmetric around current point x(i,j). In order to contain all the 

tangent directions of x(i,j) within the defined window and to avoid increasing the number of picels 

off- tangent-directions, the directional window sizes should be 1/4 of fringe pattern width according to 

ref. [13]. Therefore, the window sizes are all defined as 3n for 55、77、99 and 1111 pixels 

windows, while for 1313、1515 and 1717 pixels windows, the size 5 n will be better. Generally, 



when the square window size is larger than 17 17 or smaller than 55 pixels, there is no more advantages 

for this filter. 
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Fig.1.Pixels distribution of four directional windows of 77 pixels window 

In a second step the average gray level
d

ijA
and local variance
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 of the current point x (i,j) will be 

calculated for four windows: 
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where ij denotes the position of x(i,j), d denotes the d th directional window, and 
d

klI denotes the gray level 

of kth row and lth column of each nm directional window. 

In the third step, since the varying gradient of the neighboring gray level is minimum along the tangent of 

the fringe and
d

ij
2 is the variance of gray level in the d th directional window [17], the directional window 

with the minimum variance
d

ij
2  is known as a window containing the fringe tangent direction. Thus 

this directional window can be defined as: 

))(min( 2d
ijdirD   

Finally, the filtering action will be implemented in the Dth directional window. The filter output
ijÎ can be 

calculated as follows:  
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Where 
D
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where ijI is the gray level of the current point.                                       

The ISF is finished by repeating the above process for every pixel over the whole field.  

 

3. Wave-atom thresholding 



The wave atoms, as a generalization of curvelets, were introduced by Demanet [18]. In 2007, Alejandro 

Federico, et al. used WA to remove the noise in DSPI and this denoising algorithm had  an outstanding 

performance and a high efficiency [8]. Resembling the wavelet thresholding algorithm, the threshold value 

of the WA also influences the denosing results. Similar to the wavelet, the WA have two types of threshold, 

one is soft threshold, the other is hard threshold. The hard threshold is expressed as: 
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Where is threshold,̂ is the estimated wave atom transforming coefficients and  is the wave atom 

transforming coefficient .  

The soft threshold can be given as:  
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Here sgn() is a symbol function. 

As to the two thresholds, it is noted that the hard threshold approach can preserve local characteristics of 

image edge but generates ringing artifact and Gibbs phenomenon. The soft threshold can similarly obtain 

smoothing denoising results but can cause fuzzy edge distortion [19].After weighing the advantages and 

disadvantages of both approaches, preserving the detail information of fringe pattern is more important for 

the ESSPI. So the wave-atom transformation with the hard threshold is used to remove noise. In this paper, 

the threshold value was selected as 2.12 , where is the standard deviation of the intensity of the fringe 

pattern, in accordance with the Ref. [8].  

 
4. Experimental Results and Discussion  

In order to overcome the drawback of the improved spin filter, the WA with hard threshold is introduced 

to denoise the fringe pattern combining with the ISF in ESSPI. The proposed denoising approach comprises 

two steps. In the first step, WA is used to denoise the fringe in order to save the computing time and 

preserve the detailed information of images. In the second step, since the fringe patterns still contain some 

noise at the moment, the ISF is employed to reduce the noise of fringe pattern obtained from the first step. 

Generally, the best results can be obtained in one iteration using ISF. Thus it takes less time than only using 

the ISF to remove noise of the fringe patterns. To verify the correctness and validity of the proposed 

denoising algorithm, both numerical-simulated and experimental ESSPI fringes are selected to denoise.  

Fig. 2 shows the simulated ESSPI fringe with noise and filtered results by the WA, ISF, BF and CF, 

respectively. Fig. 2(a) is a numerical–simulated noisy fringe pattern with resolution of 256×256 pixels and 

256 gray levels. Fig. 2(b), Fig. 2(c), Fig. 2(d), and Fig. 2(e) show the denoised images withWA, CF, ISF  



     

(a)              (b)               (c)              (d)               (e)  

Fig.2.Simulated fringe patterns and its filtered results, (a) Noisy fringe pattern, (b) Filtered fringe pattern obtained by wave atoms 

thresholding, (c) Filtered fringe pattern by wave atoms thresholding combined with improved spin filter, (d)  Filtered fringe pattern 

by improved spin filter，(e) Filtered fringe pattern by bilateral filtering  

and BF, respectively. For this noisy fringe pattern, we choose the 3×7 directional windows for ISF 

according to fringe width of fringe pattern. From Fig. 2, it can be found that Fig. 2(b) and Fig. 2(c) are 

much clearer than Fig. 2(d); Fig. 2(e) and Fig. 2(b) are similar to Fig. 2(c) i.e. the denoised images using 

WA and CF show the better denoising of fringe pattern compared to the ISF and BF and the denoised 

image by the proposed algorithm is similar to that of WA. This can be seen visually as well as by 

calculating the fidelity f values for these images. The fidelity f is defined as [20] 
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where  jiI ,0  and  jiI , are the intensities of the noise-free image and the denoised image, respectively. 

A fidelity value close to 1 indicates that the filtered image is very similar to the noiseless one [21]. The 

calculation results are shown in the Fig.3. The comparison in the Fig. 3 shows that the value of f for 

Fig. 2(b) and Fig. 2(c) is lager than that of Fig. 2(d)and Fig. 2(e) and the denoised fringe using the 

combined method has the similar value to WA. So Fig. 2(c) shows the effectiveness of our proposed 

denoiding method.   
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Fig.3 the value of f for the denoised fringe patterns using WA(wave atoms thresholding),CF( the combined filter), ISF(the improved 

spin filter)and BF(bilateral filtering) 



 

     
(a)              (b)               (c)              (d)               (e)  

Fig.4.Experimental ESSPI fringe pattern and denoised results, (a) Initial fringe pattern, (b) Filtered fringe pattern obtained by wave 

atoms thresholding, (c) Filtered fringe pattern obtained by wave atoms thresholding combined with improved spin filter (d) Filtered 

fringe pattern by improved spin filter，(e) Filtered fringe pattern by bilateral filtering 

In agreement with the simulation fringe, the experimental fringe pattern obtained by electric speckle 

shearing pattern interferometer [22] is also used to test the performance of CF. The denoised images are 

shown in Fig.4, where Fig.4 (a) shows the experimental fringe pattern. From Fig.4, it can be seen that Fig. 

4(c) is much smoother than Fig. 4(b), Fig. 4(d) and Fig. 4(e) in visual perception. In the edge area the 

denoising effect of BF and WA is much worse than that of CF and ISF. Moreover the denoising image 

using WA contain the Gibbs phenomenon due to using the hard threshold algorithm. However Fig. 4(c) has 

no Gibbs phenomenon. The visual effect of Fig. 4(c) reveals that our proposed approach can improve the 

performance of WA with hard threshold in ESSPI. Those can also be verified by calculating the speckle 

index SI values and Peak signal-to-noise ratio (PSNR) values for these experimental images. The speckle 

index SI is given as [20] 

n
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i,j 1

1 ij
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N I
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Where ij  and
ijI  are the local standard deviation and the local mean over a 5×5 window, respectively, 

and N is the image horizontal and vertical dimensions in pixel. Generally the speckle index SI can be 

regarded as an average reciprocal of SNR [3]. Low values of the speckle index are considered as an 

indication of local smoothness.   

Similar to f , The PSNR is also a parameter quantifying the denoising image , but PSNR is used to quantify 

the experimental image while f is used to quantify the simulation image. The Higher the PSNR is, the better 

the image details preserves. PSNR is expressed as [23]  
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Table.2 is the calculation results of SI, PSNR and the processing time in second for Fig. 3(b), Fig. 3(c), 

Fig.3( d), and Fig.3( e). As shown in the Table.1, the values of SI for WA, CF , ISF and BF are0.0293, 

0.0289, 0.0318and 0.0316, respectively. A comparison of SI value shows that the performance of CF is    

 

 
 



 
Table 1 PSNR, SI and the processing time in second of experimental image using WA, CF, ISF and BF  

 
Method PSNR(dB) SI Time(s)  

wave atoms thresholding (WA) 23.4413 0.0293 5 

The combined filter(CF) 23.5147 0.0289 13 

improved spin filter (ISF) 23.7551 0.0318 25 

bilateral filtering( BF) 23.4693 0.0316 11.2 

 

better than that of others. Also, it shows that the joint denosing approach is a more effective denoisng 

algorithm for the fringe pattern in ESSPI. But a comparison of PNSR value shows that the value of PNSR 

for denoised fringe of CF is less than that of ISF and larger than that of WA and BF. So the ability of 

preserving the detail of CF is worse than that of ISF and a degradation of 0.2dB in PSNR value is obtained. 

The result may attribute to the fact the noise in the fringe is introduced by many factors, such as the the 

environmental vibration, the image acquisition systems and so on. In addition, in order to further evaluate 

the performance of our proposed approach, the processing time of algorithm is recorded and listed in the 

table 1. Compared to the processing time of ISF, an improvement of 12s is obtained when the noisy fringe 

pattern is denoised using CF. Therefore the execution time can be reduced and the drawback of ISF is 

overcome by using our proposed approach.   

 
5. Conclusion  

We propose a joint denoising method based on WA and ISF, for removing the noise of fringe in ESSPI. 

This algorithm first use the WA for the nosiy fringe patterns, then ISF with one iteration is employed to 

filter the denoised image using theWA. The performance of this joint method was evaluated in both 

numerical-simulated and experimental fringe patterns, respectively. The denoised results are compared to 

WA, ISF and BF. Moreover, three figure of merits, f, SI and PSNR, were calculated to verify our proposed 

method. It is shown from the calculation results and denoised image that the joint denoising method is an 

efficient and effective filter for the fringe pattern in ESSPI, which reduces the processing time compared to 

the ISF and has no Gibbs phenomenon compared with WA. However, regarding the detail protecting, the 

value of PSNR for CF is less than that of ISF, i.e. the performance of CF is worse than that of ISF. The 

improvement of ability to preserve the detail of CF will be the focus of our future work.            
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